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Portland lacks the fervor of Seattle — 				
but that’s good, say bankers
September 22, 2014
By Kevin Dobbs and Robin Majumdar

months hovered near 6%, while the jobless rate is below 5% in the
Seattle and San Francisco areas.

From Ronald Farnsworth’s view in the finance chief ’s seat at
Umpqua Holdings Corp., the company’s home base of Portland, Ore.,
provides the steady and abiding expansion that banks operating for
the long haul relish.

Bankers and analysts say Seattle has been bolstered in particular
by the major expansion efforts of Amazon.com Inc. It is hiring, building and driving broader economic activity as other businesses feed
off its growth and home builders and others benefit from increases
in young professionals moving to the market for jobs.

Booming San Francisco and Seattle, where technology companies
are driving big jumps in economic activity and fueling demand for
prized downtown real estate, now provide lenders with a myriad of
opportunities — and notably more than in Portland, bankers say. But
the latter provides reliable growth and, because it is not surging, is
less likely to overheat and eventually find itself at the unenviable
end of the kind of boom-and-bust cycle that rocked West Coast
markets in previous eras.
The middle ground of sorts in which bankers say Portland now
rests makes it appealing to lenders eager to grow but at a dependable, relatively low-risk pace. “Portland is strong,” Farnsworth told
SNL. “It’s just that it has been more stable and steady growth” than
what banks are seeing in Greater Seattle and in the San Francisco Bay
Area. “Nice incremental, moderate growth is good. … It eliminates
the potential for big swings.”
Brent Beardall, chief banking officer at Seattle-based Washington
Federal Inc., holds a similar view. His company operates in both
Seattle and Greater Portland, and he said at a Raymond James conference earlier this month that the latter clearly trails the former in
terms of current activity. But, he added, Seattle is “so hot it makes
me nervous.”
Unemployment in the Portland metropolitan area has in recent
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Amazon is a “major driver” of growth for Seattle that Portland cannot boast. “They are building everywhere in Seattle and hiring a lot,”
James Bradshaw, an analyst at Bridge City Capital LLC in Portland,
told SNL.
Farther down the coast, San Francisco is in the midst of a farreaching burst in tech industry activity, one that has driven both
job growth and increases in property value as well as heightening
interest from venture capitalists who have poured money into startup companies in the Bay Area, analysts say.
Portland “doesn’t have that all-out economic firepower that Seattle or San Francisco has,” Bradshaw said. “But it’s still a very good
market.”
Bradshaw noted that both Intel Corp. and Nike Inc. operate in the
Portland area and are growing. So is the Oregon Health & Science
University, he said, adding to the market’s research and development base and positioning itself as a long-term driver of innovation
and jobs.
Small businesses and start-ups also are progressing nicely, Bradshaw said, and could over time blossom. “I see them, as a group, as
good economic engines for the long haul,” he said.
And that is good news for community banks, which often specialize in working with small businesses as they launch and later
invest in expansion. “It’s a really
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As of Sept. 12, 2014.
* Represents the metropolitan statistical area of Portland and Hilsboro, Ore., and Vancouver, Wash.
Deposit data based on FDIC's Summary of Deposits as of June 30, 2013. Branches are adjusted for completed mergers and
acquisitions, as well as openings and closings, since June 30, 2013.
Analysis is at holding company level and excludes credit unions.
Source: SNL Financial

Equally important for banks,
he added, is that Portland in
2014 is marked by “good loan
growth and great credit quality.”
SNL data shows that yearover-year median loan growth
among banks based in Portland
topped 5% in the second quarter. Umpqua, the largest bank
based in Portland with more
than $22 billion in assets, technically saw its second-quarter
loans surge more than 100%
from a year earlier and nearly
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